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ABSTRACT
Emissive layers in phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes commonly make use of guest–host blends such as Ir(ppy)3:CBP to achieve
high external quantum efficiencies. However, while the Ir(ppy)3:CBP blend has been studied experimentally, crucial questions remain regard-
ing how exciton diffusion is dependent on the distribution of the guest in the host, which can currently only be addressed at the atomic
level via computational modeling. In this work, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations are utilized to gain insight into exciton diffusion in
Ir(ppy)3:CBP blend films. The effects of both guest concentration and exciton density on various system properties are analyzed, includ-
ing the probability of singlet excitons being converted to triplets, and the probability of those triplets decaying radiatively. Significantly,
these simulations suggest that triplet diffusion occurs almost exclusively via guest–guest Dexter transfer and that concentration quench-
ing of triplets induced by guest–guest intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions has a negligible effect at high exciton densities due to the
prevalence of triplet–triplet annihilation. Furthermore, results for vacuum deposited morphologies derived from molecular dynamics sim-
ulations are compared to the results obtained using a simple cubic lattice approximation with randomly distributed guest molecules. We
show that while differences in host-based processes such as singlet diffusion are observed, overall, the results on the fate of the excitons are
in good agreement for the two morphology types, particularly for guest-based processes at low guest concentrations where guest clustering is
limited.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0044177., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are
already used in commercial displays and offer the potential for high
efficiency lighting with a theoretical maximum internal quantum
efficiency of 100%.1–4 In particular, guest–host OLEDs in which
a host matrix is blended with a phosphorescent guest emitter are
highly promising. Such devices achieve this high efficiency using
emitters based on heavy metal atoms with strong spin–orbit cou-
pling capable of promoting inter-system crossing (ISC) of exci-
tons from the singlet to the triplet state, as well as radiative triplet
emission.2,5–7

An archetypal phosphorescent OLED blend that has a reported
high efficiency is composed of fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III)

[Ir(ppy)3] as the guest and 4,4′-bis(N-carbazolyl)biphenyl (CBP)
as the host. This blend has been studied extensively to deter-
mine properties such as the optimal guest concentration,8 exciton
lifetimes and diffusion mechanisms,9–14 and loss processes, such
as triplet–triplet annihilation and non-radiative triplet decay.15–18

Ir(ppy)3:CBP blends have also been subject to detailed computa-
tional analysis, with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations show-
ing that guest molecules tend to form clusters within the blend,
rather than being randomly distributed,19 and kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) simulations revealing that charge diffusion is primarily
guest-based, with guest clusters acting as multi-molecule traps.20

However, questions remain regarding the details of the exciton dif-
fusion process, particularly concerning the degree of triplet guest-
confinement.
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Here, we investigate exciton diffusion and exciton–exciton
interactions in Ir(ppy)3:CBP blend films using KMC techniques to
simulate photoexcitation experiments. The efficiency of these sim-
ulations has enabled a wide parameter space to be sampled while
maintaining good statistics. The sensitivity of the calculations to the
details of the film morphology generation method was also inves-
tigated by comparing results of films at 6 wt. %8 guest concentra-
tion obtained using a randomized cubic lattice structure, with those
obtained using morphologies generated with MD simulations in
which the process of vacuum deposition has been modeled explicitly
in atomic detail.

II. METHODOLOGY
Exciton-only KMC simulations were performed with 12 differ-

ent initial densities of randomly generated singlets between 3 × 1016

cm−3 and 3 × 1019 cm−3 to emulate short laser pulses of varying
intensity and give realistic initial excitation densities.21 The KMC
model was based on the work we have published previously.20,22 Sin-
glet generation was treated as instantaneous at the beginning of the
simulation. A uniform generation profile was used, meaning that all
molecules in the system had an equal probability of singlet gener-
ation. If a chosen generation site was already occupied, that singlet
was discarded and replaced. We note that only excitons and exciton–
exciton (and not exciton–polaron) interactions were considered in
this model to enable efficient simulations that do not require compu-
tationally expensive evaluation of electrostatic interactions, thereby
allowing a wide parameter space to be sampled.

An overview of the modeled processes is provided in Fig. 1.
Upon photoexcitation of the blend, singlets were allowed to diffuse
via host–host and host–guest Förster transfer events.12 Once a sin-
glet was on a guest molecule, it could cross into the triplet state via
ISC, and it was assumed based on the fast ISC rate of Ir(ppy)3

15

that the singlet did not diffuse any further. That is, guest–guest
and guest–host singlet transfers were not considered in the model.
Competing with this singlet to triplet conversion process were radia-
tive and non-radiative singlet decay events on the host. These decay

FIG. 1. Flowchart of the modeled processes and how they relate to the populations
of singlets and triplets on guest and host molecules, where TTA is triplet–triplet
annihilation, STA is singlet–triplet annihilation, SSA is singlet–singlet annihilation,
and ISC is intersystem crossing.

processes were treated as having a fixed rate and were only consid-
ered for singlets on the host molecules (again due to the fast ISC rate
once on the guest).

Once a triplet formed on a guest, it was allowed to diffuse
via both Dexter and Förster transfer events. Triplet Förster trans-
fer events were considered for guest–guest transfers only, as Förster
transfer from the guest to the host is unlikely given the relative
triplet energies. In addition, the weak spin–orbit coupling of CBP23

means that triplet formation on the host by ISC has a low proba-
bility. Triplet Dexter transfer events were allowed for guest–guest,
guest–host, host–host, and host–guest transfers. The radiative and
non-radiative triplet decay rates were fixed, with values dependent
on the molecule type.

In addition, a triplet loss process with r−6 distance dependence
that is independent of the triplet density has been observed when
Ir(ppy)3 molecules are in close proximity.15,17,18,24 While the exact
physical description of this process is unclear, it has previously been
attributed to different factors including the formation of a weakly
emissive excimer state,15 repeated intermolecular energy transfer
(emission and absorption between chromophore pairs) leading to
the deactivation of the excited state,17,24 and to excitation transfer
to a quencher.18 In this work, we model this triplet loss process as a
dipole–dipole interaction25 with a thermal activation energy of 170
meV. This value was chosen to fit the concentration dependent pho-
toluminescence efficiency of Ir(ppy)3:CBP blends, as presented by
Kawamura et al.26 (see Fig. S1 of the supplementary material), and
is reasonably close to the value of 121 meV reported elsewhere.16,17

The event rates for this process were parameterized in the same
manner as guest–guest Förster transfer events [see Eq. (3) below]
and were calculated for all neighboring guest molecules within a 5
nm radius. Triplets that undergo this transfer were removed from
the system immediately for simplicity. To differentiate from other
concentration quenching processes, we will refer to this process as
dipole–dipole quenching. Note that while we calculated this dipole–
dipole quenching rate in terms of activation energy, it could instead,
without any significant change to the rate calculation, be interpreted
as a probability that a given Förster transfer event results in the deac-
tivation (loss) of that triplet. Note also that although the occupation
state of the neighboring guest molecule was not considered in these
rates for simplicity, this has no meaningful effect on the overall prob-
ability of radiative triplet decay, as both dipole–dipole quenching
and triplet–triplet annihilation were assumed to result in the loss of
one triplet.

To explore the effect of guest concentration, the simulations
were repeated for all integer guest concentrations between 1 and
15 wt. %. The morphologies used for these simulations were based
on a cubic lattice with randomly distributed emitter molecules. To
validate the use of this cubic lattice approximation, the KMC sim-
ulations were also performed using the morphology of a blend con-
taining 6 wt. % guest, generated by simulating the process of vacuum
deposition using molecular dynamics techniques.19,27,28

To ensure sufficient statistical accuracy, the results for each
concentration were averaged over five cubic lattice morphology real-
izations, with at least 20 repeats per realization per data point and up
to 200 repeats at low initial excitation density. To obtain converged
results at extremely low exciton densities where less than one sin-
glet would be present in the periodic volume on average, simulations
were performed in which excitons were treated as non-interacting.
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In this case, 1000 singlets were generated, and 20 repeat simula-
tions were used per morphology realization. Note that in the results,
the lowest initial excitation density plotted corresponds to this non-
interacting case. For the MD-generated morphologies, three realiza-
tions were used with at least 100 repeats per realization. For a clearer
comparison between results from the MD-generated morphology
and those from the cubic lattice morphology, up to 2000 repeats per
realization were used at low exciton densities in the 6 wt. % guest
blends.

A. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
The basic details of the KMC model used for these simulations

have been described in our previous work.20 Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) acceleration was used for efficient parallel rate computa-
tion and event selection, and random numbers were sampled using
the permuted congruential generator (PCG) algorithm.33

To ensure that all exciton transfers with a reasonable prob-
ability were captured, Dexter transfer events were allowed for all
neighbors with a center of mass (CoM) distance less than 3 nm, and
Förster transfers were allowed within a radius of 5 nm. A Dexter or
Förster transfer of a singlet or triplet to a destination site that was
already occupied (regardless of whether that site was a guest or a
host) resulted in an exciton–exciton interaction described by14,34,35

S1 + S1 → S1 + S0,
T1 + S1 → T1 + S0,

(1)

or
T1 + T1 → S1 + S0,

where S1 is the first singlet excited state, T1 is the first triplet excited
state, and S0 is the ground state. All triplet–triplet interactions were
treated as resulting in a singlet for simplicity,14,36 noting that this
singlet will quickly cross back to the triplet state if it is on a guest
molecule. To simplify the tracking of diffusion lengths and life-
times, the quenched exciton was assumed to be the one undergoing
the transfer, except in the case of singlet–triplet annihilation (STA)
where the singlet was always quenched.

Dexter transfers were considered for triplet excitons only.12,18

The rates were calculated using the Miller–Abrahams equation,37–39

ν(D)
ij = ν0 exp(−2γrij)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
exp(−ΔEkBT

), ΔE > 0
1, ΔE ≤ 0,

(2)

where ΔE = Ej − Ei is the difference in energy between the destina-
tion site j and the source site i, γ is the inverse localization radius, rij
is the distance between molecular centers of mass, ν0 is the attempt-
to-hop frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temper-
ature. ν0 for transfers between different molecular species was taken

as the geometric mean,
√

ν(i)
0 ν(j)

0 , to allow potential guest–host and
host–guest triplet Dexter transfers.38,40 However, guest to host Dex-
ter transfers are significantly less likely due to the 0.2 eV barrier
presented by the difference in triplet energies.

Förster transfer event rates were calculated as9,13,39,41–44

ν(F)
ij =

1
τ
(R0

rij
)

6⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
exp(−ΔEkBT

), ΔE > 0
1, ΔE ≤ 0,

(3)

where τ is the exciton lifetime (such that τ−1 = νradiative + νnon-radiative)
and R0 is the Förster radius. The energetic disorder of the singlet and
triplet states was assumed to be Gaussian in nature.14,38,45

A summary of the constants used in the KMC simulations is
provided in Table I.

B. Morphology generation
1. Cubic lattice

Simulation boxes of 56 × 56 × 53 molecular sites on a cubic
lattice were generated with a lattice spacing of 0.89 nm20 so as to

TABLE I. Summary of simulation constants.

Parameter Symbol Value References

Lattice spacing a 0.89 nm 20

Temperature T 300 K

Inverse localization
radius γ 1.65 nm−1 18 a

Förster radius
R(S,host-host)

0 2.2 nm 12

R(S,host-guest)
0 2.8 nm 9

R(T,guest-guest)
0 2.1 nm 13

Dexter transfer ν(T,host)
0 5.5 × 106 s−1 b

prefactor ν(T,guest)
0 1.08 × 1011 s−1 18

Triplet decay rate
ν(T,guest)

radiative 7.5 × 105 s−1 11 and 28

ν(T,guest)
non-radiative 2.3 × 104 s−1 11

ν(T,host)
non-radiative 71.43 s−1 14

Singlet decay rate ν(S,host)
radiative 1.2 × 109 s−1 9 and 10

ν(S,host)
non-radiative 8 × 108 s−1 9 and 10

Inter-system crossing
rate ν(guest)

ISC 1 × 1013 s−1 15

Triplet energy E(host)
T 2.6 eV 29–31

E(guest)
T 2.4 eV 30

Singlet energy E(host)
S 3.1 eV c

E(guest)
S 2.6 eV d

Energetic disorder of
exciton states σ 30 meV 14 e

aFor simplicity, the inverse localization radius for triplet excitons in CBP was assumed
to be equal to that of Ir(ppy)3 .
bTriplet Dexter transfer rates in CBP were chosen such that the average triplet diffusion
length was 140 nm14 in a neat, fully periodic, cubic lattice system.
cThe singlet energy of CBP was approximated as the HOMO–LUMO gap.
dThe S1 energy of Ir(ppy)3 has been calculated to be 0.2 eV above the T1 energy.32

eEnergetic disorder was assumed to be the same throughout the system for both singlets
and triplets.
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represent a ∼47 nm thick active layer with 50 nm periodic directions.
Guest molecules were assigned randomly, with a probability based
on the desired molecular concentration. The system was periodic in
the x–y plane, with open boundaries in the z direction.

2. Vacuum deposition
To generate a more physically realistic morphology for a 6

wt. % guest concentration, MD simulations of the vacuum depo-
sition process were performed using the method described previ-
ously.19,27,28 Briefly, beginning with a graphene substrate, guest and
host molecules were randomly chosen with random orientations and
inserted ∼3 nm above the top of the film at random positions, ensur-
ing that simultaneously inserted molecules were separated by at least
2 nm. Each atom of these molecules was assigned a random velocity
sampled from a Boltzmann distribution so that the overall molecule
would have a random angular momentum. The sign of the vertical
component of each initial velocity was set such that the molecule
would move toward the substrate. The system was then allowed to
evolve in time until the molecules reached the surface of the film, the
point at which the insertion process was repeated until the desired
film size was reached. The films were then allowed to equilibrate for
10 ns and were analyzed without a further annealing step.

The dimensions of the periodic simulation box in the x and y
dimensions were 17.04 and 16.72 nm, respectively. CBP and Ir(ppy)3
molecules were selected randomly in the appropriate ratio and were
deposited eight at a time at 16 ps intervals onto a graphene sub-
strate. The atoms in the substrate were assigned atom type “C” in
the GROMOS 54A7 forcefield46 and were harmonically restrained
(kH = 2 × 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2). The interaction parameters for
Ir(ppy)3 were identical to those used by Tonnelé et al.19 and Gao
et al.28 The interactions for CBP were assigned using the Automated
Topology Builder (ATB) version 1.0.47

The simulations were performed using GROMACS 2018.3 with
GPU acceleration,48 with a time step of 2 fs. The temperature was
controlled at 300 K using a Berendsen thermostat with a 0.1 ps
coupling time.19,49 The pair list for non-bonded interactions was
updated every 20 fs with a cutoff radius of 1.4 nm. Electrostatic inter-
actions were truncated beyond a cutoff of 1.4 nm using a reaction
field correction with a relative permittivity of 10.19,50 Bond lengths
were constrained to their equilibrium values using the Linear Con-
straint Solver (LINCS) algorithm.51 To reduce high frequency oscil-
lations and improve integration, the mass of the hydrogen atoms
was increased by 3 amu, which was correspondingly subtracted from
their bonded neighbors to maintain the correct molecular mass.
Despite this, using an order parameter of 4 and 1 iteration for LINCS
resulted in the development of a velocity gradient beyond 1500
deposition steps (12 000 molecules). This was suppressed by increas-
ing the number of iterations in LINCS to 2 after that point. A total
of 20 000 molecules were deposited for a layer height of ∼48 nm. The
final layer was then replicated in the periodic directions for a total
size of ∼51 × 51 × 48 nm3 (180 000 molecules).

III. RESULTS
A. Cubic lattice

To gain a full picture of exciton behavior upon photoexcitation,
we begin by analyzing the fate of singlet excitons that formed on the

FIG. 2. Probability that a singlet formed on a host molecule (a) reaches a
guest molecule and undergoes inter-system crossing or (b) is quenched by
singlet–singlet annihilation (SSA).

host molecules. Figure 2 shows the percentage of singlets that are
able to transfer to a guest molecule and undergo intersystem crossing
as a function of the initial density of singlets and the wt. % concen-
tration of the guest. This indicates that at low exciton densities, the
proportion of singlets generated in the host that are able to trans-
fer to a guest molecule and cross into the triplet state is relatively
insensitive to the guest concentration above ∼3 wt. %. Note that the
reduction in triplet formation on the guest at higher initial excita-
tion densities is almost entirely due to singlet–singlet annihilation
on the host, which quenches as much as 55% of singlets at a low
guest concentration. Singlet decay accounts for the remainder of the
loss and is relatively insensitive to the initial excitation density below
1 × 1018 cm−3. A maximum value of ∼5% singlet loss due to sin-
glet decay was observed at a guest concentration of 1 wt. %, and the
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singlet decay probability was less sensitive to excitation density at
higher guest concentrations where the process of a singlet transfer-
ring to the guest and crossing to the triplet state is faster. A plot of the
probability of radiative and non-radiative singlet decay is provided
as Fig. S2 of the supplementary material. Singlet–triplet quenching
was extremely rare in these systems and did not result in significant
singlet loss.

It is also evident from Fig. 2 that the onset of singlet–singlet
annihilation on the host is dependent on the guest concentration.
Higher guest concentrations allowed shorter diffusion distances to
guest molecules, thereby reducing the likelihood of singlet–singlet
interactions or singlet decay. Considering that charge transport has
been shown to occur predominantly on or near the guest, with >75%
of excitons forming within 2 nm of a guest molecule even at 2
wt. % guest concentration,20 the singlet diffusion length would be
shorter than observed in these simulations where singlets were ran-
domly generated, thus further reducing the probability that a singlet
is lost through either singlet–singlet annihilation or radiative/non-
radiative decay. Note that we define the diffusion length as the length
of the displacement vector of the exciton undertaking a random
walk, equal to the vector sum of its hops.

Once a triplet exciton is formed on the guest, it is able to
diffuse via Dexter exchange, as well as guest–guest Förster trans-
fer. As expected, due to the long triplet lifetime and low emis-
sion/absorption overlap of Ir(ppy)3, it was found that triplet diffu-
sion occurs predominantly via Dexter transfer, typically making up
>97% of triplet transfer events. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, which
shows the average number of unique molecules visited by a triplet as
a function of guest concentration for various initial excitation den-
sities, triplet diffusion occurs almost exclusively on the guest even at
a low guest concentration, with the average guest–guest transfer dis-
tance increasing from ∼1.3 nm at 15 wt. % to ∼2 nm at 1 wt. %. This
is an expected outcome given that the triplet energy of the host is

FIG. 3. Average number of unique guest and host molecules visited per triplet.
Solid lines represent the non-interacting case, and dashed lines represent initial
excitation densities of 1.1 × 1017 cm−3, 1.1 × 1018 cm−3, and 1.1 × 1019 cm−3.
Note the logarithmic scale on the y axis, as guest to host triplet transfer is an
unlikely process.

around 0.2 eV higher than that of the guest. Note that the reduction
in the number of molecules visited as the exciton density increases is
primarily due to the increased triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA).

The observed guest-based triplet diffusion leads to TTA being
the primary loss process for triplets in these exciton-only systems at
higher exciton densities. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the
probabilities of radiative triplet decay and triplet loss due to TTA as
a function of the initial excitation density and the concentration of
the guest. Note that since TTA always results in the loss of one triplet
and the conversion of the other one into a singlet in this model,
it accounts for almost all triplet loss at a high exciton density. The
resultant singlets formed on the guest are able to quickly cross back
into the triplet state and are again subject to similar loss process
statistics. Given the 102 difference in the average number of guest
vs host molecules visited by a triplet evident in Fig. 3, the probability
of TTA occurring on the host is highly unlikely.

The other main triplet loss processes considered were non-
radiative decay and dipole–dipole quenching. The relative depen-
dence of non-radiative decay on guest concentration and exci-
ton density was identical to that of radiative decay [as shown in
Fig. 4(a)]. The probability of a triplet being lost to dipole–dipole
quenching is shown in Fig. 5, where it can be seen that while triplet
loss via this process has a significant dependence on guest concen-
tration at low exciton densities, it is largely independent of the guest
concentration at higher exciton densities. This is because under high
exciton density, the increase in TTA leads to a significant portion
of triplets being lost on a time scale shorter than their natural decay
time, thus suppressing the dipole–dipole quenching process. That is,
at higher excitation densities, TTA is the dominant process for loss
of the triplets.

B. Effect of morphology
A key question also addressed in this work was the extent to

which differences in the morphology might affect the outcome of the
KMC exciton simulations, specifically, whether the results obtained
based on the commonly used practice of generating morphologies
based on randomly assigning guest and host molecules to nodes on a
cubic grid differ from those obtained using morphologies generated
by simulating the process of vacuum deposition in atomic detail.
The latter morphologies in which the guest is not randomly dis-
tributed have been extensively validated for the system in question,
having been used to successfully predict a range of guest concen-
tration dependent properties.19,27 In this work, we only considered
a guest concentration of 6 wt. % as this is the concentration that
gives rise to the most efficient devices.8 The main difference between
the results obtained from the KMC simulations using the MD-based
morphologies and those using morphologies based on a cubic lattice
was that singlet excitons in the MD morphology were able to reach
a guest molecule faster than in the cubic lattice morphology, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. This difference is explained by the molecular packing
in the MD system.

Increased guest clustering in the MD morphology results in a
slightly larger mean CoM to CoM distance from a CBP molecule
to the nearest Ir(ppy)3 molecule (1.42 nm compared to 1.24 nm in
the cubic lattice systems). However, the minimum value of this mea-
surement was 0.45 nm in the MD system since CBP molecules are
able to pack closely with the emitter, which is approximately half
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FIG. 4. (a) Probability that a triplet on a guest molecule decays radiatively. (b) Probability that a triplet is quenched via triplet–triplet annihilation. Note that, for every triplet
quenched by TTA, another one is converted to a singlet, which is able to quickly cross back to the triplet state and is subject to similar fate statistics.

the minimum distance possible with a cubic lattice spacing of 0.89
nm (as required to give the correct molecular density). Thus, a sin-
glet on a CBP molecule neighboring an Ir(ppy)3 molecule is more
likely to transfer to that guest molecule in the MD system than in the
cubic lattice system. This leads to fewer instances of singlets hopping
away from a neighboring guest, therefore slightly reducing the aver-
age time taken for a singlet to reach the guest, as well as the average
singlet diffusion length.

In addition, spatial disorder within the host present in the MD-
based morphology means there are, in effect, clusters of closely
packed CBP molecules. Förster transfer of singlets between these
closely packed CBP molecules is relatively fast, meaning a singlet
may visit more unique CBP molecules before decaying, even though

FIG. 5. Probability that a triplet is lost to dipole–dipole quenching.

the diffusion length is slightly reduced. A comparison between the
MD-based and cubic lattice morphologies of the singlet diffusion
length and the number of unique host molecules visited in a 6
wt. % blend is provided as Fig. S3 of the supplementary material.
It is important to note that the singlet diffusion length in either
system is still significantly shorter than that of neat CBP and that
for both of the morphologies examined, plots of the singlet diffu-
sion length and the number of unique host molecules visited as
a function of initial excitation density have the same qualitative
shape.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the mean (a) singlet and (b) triplet lifetimes between
cubic lattice and MD-based systems at a 6 wt. % guest concentration. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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Interestingly, despite the observed differences and the poten-
tial limitations of the cubic lattice model, the proportion of singlet
and triplet loss processes as a function of initial excitation density
was essentially identical (within uncertainty) when the guest was at
a concentration of 6 wt. %, regardless of whether the cubic lattice or
MD-based morphology was used. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which
shows the probabilities of singlet ISC and radiative triplet decay.
The exception to this was triplets at low initial excitation densities,
where dipole–dipole quenching was slightly more prevalent in the
cubic lattice system than in the MD-based system (see Fig. S4 of the
supplementary material).

Importantly, triplet lifetimes were also nearly identical (Fig. 6),
and only minor differences were observed in the triplet diffusion
length and the number of unique guest and host molecules visited
per triplet (plots of these quantities are provided as Figs. S5–S7 of
the supplementary material). This suggests that within the limits of
the theoretical approximations commonly employed in KMC trans-
port modeling, results using a cubic lattice model can capture the
key features of triplet dynamics in real systems, at least at low guest
concentrations where the extent of guest aggregation is limited.

This result is further supported by an analysis of the guest–
guest radial distribution function. Figure 8 shows the integral of
the guest–guest (CoM to CoM) radial distribution function for the
6 wt. % cubic lattice and MD-based morphologies. The radial dis-
tribution functions themselves are provided in Fig. S8 of the sup-
plementary material. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the average
concentration of guest molecules within a given radius around a
chosen guest molecule is similar in both morphology cases. While
the shape of the radial distribution function integral at ∼r = 1 nm for
the MD-based morphology indicates some clustering of the guest,
it is apparent that the step-wise nature of the cubic lattice approx-
imates the underlying form. Figure 8 also offers an explanation

FIG. 7. Probability that a singlet formed in the host crosses to the triplet state on a
guest (open symbols) and that the resultant triplet is able to radiatively decay (filled
symbols) compared between the cubic lattice and MD-based systems at 6 wt. %
guest concentration. Error bars representing the standard deviation of the mean
are smaller than the marker size and are therefore omitted here. Plots comparing
all triplet loss processes are provided as Fig. S4 of the supplementary material.
Arrows indicate the relevant y axis.

FIG. 8. Integral of the guest–guest (CoM to CoM) radial distribution function for
cubic lattice and MD-based morphologies with a 6 wt. % guest concentration. The
integral was used for clearer comparison due to the step-wise nature of the cubic
lattice radial distribution function. The radial distribution functions themselves are
provided in Fig. S8 of the supplementary material.

toward why slightly more triplet loss due to dipole–dipole quench-
ing was observed in the cubic lattice system compared to the MD-
based system. It shows that despite the presence of guest clustering
in the MD-based system, the lattice spacing results in a higher frac-
tion of adjacent guest molecules <1 nm apart, thus increasing the
probability of dipole–dipole quenching.

To confirm that this result was not simply a coincidence of the
guest concentration tested, further MD morphologies were gener-
ated at 10 and 15 wt. % guest concentrations with a film thickness of
∼20 nm using the same vacuum deposition protocol as the 6 wt. %
systems. The guest–guest radial distribution functions of these films
were compared to cubic lattice films with the same guest concen-
tration and film thickness, and the results were found to be almost
identical to the 6 wt. % case. These results are provided in Figs. S9
and S10 of the supplementary material. The observed comparable
distributions of guest molecules at these higher guest concentrations
indicate that those distributions determined from MD simulations
are also well-approximated by a cubic lattice. As such, it would not
be unreasonable to expect similar agreement between guest-based
processes at other guest concentrations, at least under the approxi-
mations used in the current model in which molecular orientation is
not considered. Similar differences in host-based processes are also
expected although the magnitude of these differences may be less
meaningful at higher guest concentrations where singlet diffusion
lengths are shorter, and fewer host molecules are visited by a given
singlet.

That comparable results for guest-based processes are found for
this system where some limited clustering of the guest is present
means that the lattice approach should also be applicable to sim-
ilar systems where transport is dominated by hops between low-
concentration trapping sites. The results could likely be further
improved by introducing a random perturbation to the lattice sites
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in order to smooth out the step-wise character shown in Fig. 8. We
note that the exciton transport model presented here does not cur-
rently consider molecular orientation. However, this is a reasonable
assumption as it has previously been shown that for Ir(ppy)3:CBP
blends, the Ir(ppy)3 molecules tend to be randomly oriented in the
bulk.19 In that report, it was also found that the CBP molecules did
not show a preferred orientation apart from molecules near the sub-
strate (1–2 nm), which tended to preferentially align with the sub-
strate. In our current work, we did not include a thermal anneal of
the as-deposited films, and while we also observed random orien-
tation of the Ir(ppy)3 molecules, we observed a small bias for the
CBP molecules to have their long axis align with the substrate in the
bulk (see Fig. S11 of the supplementary material). That being said,
in cases where there is a strong orientational order of components
in the bulk and/or non-isotropic emission, it would be important for
the orientation of the molecules within the film to be considered.

IV. SUMMARY
Kinetic Monte Carlo modeling was used to simulate exci-

ton dynamics in Ir(ppy)3:CBP OLED films under photoexcitation
at a range of guest concentrations and exciton densities. It was
found that even at low guest concentrations, triplet diffusion occurs
almost exclusively via guest–guest Dexter transfers, thereby increas-
ing the likelihood of triplet–triplet annihilation. This would imply
that under normal device operation, triplet–polaron quenching will
have a similarly large contribution to efficiency roll-off, as we have
previously shown that charge transport is also predominantly guest-
based.20

In addition, results from morphologies generated using molec-
ular dynamics to simulate the process of vacuum deposition in
atomic detail suggest that to a first approximation, KMC simulations
based on a simple lattice model are representative of real systems
in the case of processes that occur primarily on low concentration
trapping sites. Thus, this method offers a relatively computation-
ally efficient approach for modeling guest-dominated processes in
guest–host phosphorescent OLEDs where the guest molecules are at
low concentration and function as traps. However, while the fate of
singlets in the modeled 6 wt. % guest blends was comparable between
the cubic lattice and molecular dynamics morphologies, some dif-
ferences were observed in their diffusion dynamics, indicating that
processes involving the host molecules are not as well-captured in
the cubic lattice model. We also note that further differences in both
host- and guest-based processes may be observable under a more
detailed model that explicitly accounts for factors such as molecular
orientation.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for additional supporting fig-
ures, as indicated in the text.
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